Impulsive Collision Dynamics of CO Super Rotors from an Optical Centrifuge.
We report state-resolved collision dynamics for CO molecules prepared in an optical centrifuge and measured with high-resolution transient IR absorption spectroscopy. Time-resolved polarization-sensitive measurements of excited CO molecules in the J=29 rotational state reveal that the oriented angular momentum of CO rotors is relaxed by impulsive collisions. The translational energy gains for molecules in the initial plane of rotation are threefold larger than for randomized angular momentum orientations, indicating the presence of anisotropic kinetic energy. The transient data show enhanced population for CO molecules in the initial plane of rotation immediately following the optical centrifuge pulse. A comparison with previous CO2 super rotor studies illustrates the behavior of molecular gyroscopes; spatial reorientation of CO2 J=76 rotors takes substantially longer than that for CO J=29 rotors, despite similarities in classical rotational period and rotational energy gap. High-resolution transient IR absorption measurements of the CO J=29-39 rotational states show that the collisional depopulation rates increase with J quantum number.